In this paper, we propose a new annotation approach to Chinese word segmentation, part-ofspeech (POS) tagging and dependency labelling that aims to overcome the two major issues in traditional morphology-based annotation: Inconsistency and data sparsity. We re-annotate the Penn Chinese Treebank 5.0 (CTB5) and demonstrate the advantages of this approach compared to the original CTB5 annotation through word segmentation, POS tagging and machine translation experiments.
Introduction
The definition of "word" is an open problem in Chinese linguistics. In previous studies of Chinese corpus annotation (Duan et al., 2003; Huang et al., 1997; Xia, 2000) , the judgement of word-hood of a meaningful string is based on the analysis of morphology: A morpheme in Chinese is defined as the smallest combination of meaning and phonetic sound in Chinese language, which can be classified into two major types: 1). Free morphemes, which can either be words by themselves or form words with other morphemes; and 2). Bound morphemes, which can only form words by attaching to other morphemes.
An issue with word definition using morpheme classification is that, it potentially undermines the consistency of the representation of words. For example, "论" (theory) is a bound morpheme, therefore the string "进化论" (theory of evolution) is treated as a word; on the other hand the string "进化 | 理论" (theory of evolution) are treated as two words, despite the fact that the two strings have the same meaning and structure. In another example, "者" (person) is considered as a bound morpheme, therefore "反 对自由贸易者" (people who are against free trade) is treated as one word, while the string without the bound morpheme, i.e. "反对 | 自由 | 贸易" (be against free trade), can only be treated as a phrase of three words.
The morphology-based word definition can also make the data sparsity problem worse in corpus annotation. As an evidence, in the Penn Chinese Treebank 5.0 (CTB5) which is an annotated corpus widely used to train Chinese morphological analysis systems, we found that one of the major sources of the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words is the compounds that end with a monosyllabic bound morpheme. For example, compounds 利用率 (utility rate) and 次品率 (rate of defective product) end with the bound morpheme 率 (rate); 完成度 (degree of completion) and 活跃度 (degree of activity) end with the bound morpheme 度 (degree); 持续性 (sustainability) and 挥发性 (property of volatile) end with the bound morpheme 性 (property). While these compounds are sparse in the corpus, the morphemes which they 
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Re-annotation Table 2 . Some examples of the word and POS annotation in the original CTB5 and our re-annotation. consist of can be frequently observed; this means these OOV words can be observed and learnt by a word segmenter if we split the morphemes as individual words in the annotation.
In this paper, we propose a simple annotation approach for Chinese word segmentation that overcomes the two issues: inconsistency and data sparsity, which are found in the traditional morphologybased annotation approach. We further propose a tagset for part-of-speech tagging and a label set for dependency labelling, which are consistent with our word segmentation strategy and capture more Chinese-specific syntactic structures. We re-annotate the entire CTB5 using this approach, and through word segmentation, POS tagging and machine translation experiments we demonstrate the advantages of our annotation approach compared to the original approach adopted in CTB5.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we will describe our proposed annotation approach to word segmentation; in section 3 we will present a POS tagset which is consistent with our word segmentation strategy and a new dependency label set; in section 4 we will demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach compared to the original CTB5 through experiments; we will conclude our work in the last section.
Word Segmentation Annotation
We categorize the words in CTB5 into three categories: Common words, names, and idioms. For names and idioms, we keep them as individual words since their word boundaries are relatively easy to recognize and the consistency in manual annotation can be achieved with less efforts. We will mainly focus on describing the treatments of common words in this section. Table 3 . Proposed tagset for part-of-speech tagging. The underlined characters in the examples correspond to the tags on the left-most column. The CTB POS are also shown.
The key in our method to define the boundaries of common words is the character-level POS pattern. Character-level POS has been introduced in previous studies (Zhang et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2014) which captures the grammatical roles of Chinese characters inside words; we further develop this idea and use it as a criterion in word definition.
We treat a meaningful disyllabic strings as a word if it falls into one of the character-level POS patterns listed in Table 1 . The reason we focus on disyllabic patterns instead of other polysyllabic ones is that, based on our observation, meaningful strings with 3 or more syllables (other than names and idioms) are always compounds in Chinese, and therefore can be segmented into a sequence of monosyllabic and disyllabic tokens based on their internal structures. On the other hand, the internal structure in a disyllabic token, though still exists, is more implicit and harder to describe with syntactical relations; we believe that it would increase the difficulties for subsequent tasks, such as dependency parsing, if we further segment these disyllabic strings.
Following this strategy, a polysyllabic word can be then segmented based on its structure. This is illustrated with examples in Table 2 .
Part-of-Speech and Dependency Label Set
To perform POS tagging re-annotation on CTB5 together with our proposed word segmentation approach, we use a POS tagset which is derived from the one used in the original CTB5 annotation. We show the tagset in Table 3 with comparison of number of occurrences of each tag in the original CTB5 and the re-annotated version, respectively. The tagset introduces several changes: First, we eliminate the use of the "LC" tag for locative words. This tag is assigned to all words that indicate locations and directions, such as 上 (up), 下(down), 左 (left), 右 (right), 内 (inside), 外 (outside) etc.. We instead tag these words based on their real syntactic roles in sentences, such as "NN" (noun), "AD" (adverb) or "VV" (verb). Second, we add three new tags into the tagset for suffixes: "SFN" (nominal suffix), "SFA" (adjectival suffix), and "SFV" (verbal suffix). These tags are given to monosyllabic tokens appearing at the end of compounds, which are the bound morphemes in the traditional view. Based on our observation, these tokens have the ability to determine the syntactic role of the entire compound. For example, any compound that end with a nominal suffix "度" (degree) always act as nouns in a sentence. It should be noted that because of this characteristic of suffixes, we can tag the children of suffixes in compounds based on their meaning but not their syntactic roles. We show some examples in Table 2 to illustrate our POS tagging strategy for compounds.
In Table 4 we present a dependency label set developed based on the Stanford Dependencies (De Marneffe et al., 2006) and its Chinese version (Chang et al., 2009) , which defines 45 dependency relations for Chinese sentences. This label set is also closely related to the Universal Dependency 1 with many of their labels compatible with each other. We explain the major characteristics of our label set in the following subsection.
Chinese Specific Labels dislocated
The label "dislocated" is originally defined in the universal dependencies for languages such as Japanese to describe the syntactic relation of words in a topic-comment structure, but is not defined for Chinese. However, in Chinese it is frequent to see the topic-comment structure in a sentence, for example:
1. 這/this 本/-measure-書/book 他/he 買/buy 的/-particle-(This book, he bought it)
In this sentence, 这本书 (this book) is the topic and 他买的 (he bought) is the comment. One common view of the syntactic structure of this sentence is that, 他 (he) is the subject of the predicate 他 (buy), and 书 (book) is the direct object. This treatment sees a topic-comment structure as having an OSV (object-subject-verb) word order, which is acceptable; it however has some problems in certain cases, for example: 2. 這/this 本/-measure-書/book 他/he 買/buy 的/-particle-昨天/yesterday 不見/disappear 了/-particle-(This book that he bought disappeared yesterday)
In this sentence, 书 (book) is still the direct object of 买 (buy), while it is also the subject of 不见 (disappear). Because of the nature of the dependency grammar we adopted, for such a structure we would have to choose one relation for 书 (book), either "nsubj" or "dobj", and discard the other relation which would cause a loss of the syntactic information encoded in the parse tree. Moreover, the OSV word order cannot explain all topic-comment structure such as the following example: 
這場火幸虧消防隊來得早.
(this fire, fortunately the firefighters came in time) Unlike in the other two examples, the topic here, 這場火 (this fire), is not the direct object of the verb in the comment, 幸虧消防隊來得早 (fortunately the firefighters came in time).
To overcome these difficulties, we employ a different view which treats the topic-comment structure as having double subjects in a SSV word order. We define the first subject, 这本书 (this book) in example 2, as the head in a "dislocated" relation, and the subject-verb phrase, 他买的 (he bought) in example 2, as the modifier. The head in this dislocated relation can then form a "nsubj" (nominal subject) relation with the main predicate of the sentence, 不见 (disappear). Similarly, in example 3, the topic and the comment still form a dislocated relation even though the topic is not a direct object of the verb in the comment. prt and prep We define the "prt" relation in two ways: i. A relation between a verb and a particle. For example, 想像 (imagine) is the head in a "prt" relation of 所 (particle) in the sentence 這是他們所不能想像的 (this is what they can't imagine). ii. A relation between a verb and its succeeding complement. For example, 打掃 (clean) is the head in a "prt" relation of 完 (finish) in the sentence 房間打掃完了 (the room has been cleaned).
We use the "prt" relation in the second case to capture the predicate-complement structure in Chinese. The verb 完 (finish) in the second example above functions to complement the meaning of the main verb, 打掃 (clean), and the sentence is still grammatical when the complement verb is removed: 房間 打掃了 (the room is cleaned). The complement verb sometimes also functions as a coverb in a serial verb construction, which takes its own direct object. For example:
4. 把/-auxiliary-數據/data 整理/summarize 成/become 報告/report (summarize the data into a report)
Here the two verbs 整理 (summarize) and 成(become) form a "prt" relation, while they are the heads of 數據 (data) and 報告 (report) in the "dobj" relation.
A difficulty with labeling "prt" is that, it can be easily confused with the "prep" (prepositional modifier) relation. For example, one can argue that 成 (become) is a preposition instead of a verb and should be tagged as IN, so that the relation between 整理 (summarize) and 成 (become) would be "prep". To overcome this ambiguity, we apply a simple test: If the phrase headed by the word with a VV vs. IN ambiguity can be moved to a position before the main verb, then this word is a preposition and a prepositional modifier of the main verb; otherwise it is a verb. Here since the phrase "成 報告" (into report) cannot be moved to the position before 整理 (summarize), it should in fact be a verb phrase, not a prepositional phrase. suff We define the suffix relation in a compound which has a "stem-suffix" structure. The suffix word with a POS tag SFN, SFA, or SFV is the root of the subtree formed by the words in the compound. It has one and only one child in this subtree, which is the head of the "stem", and the dependency relation between them is labelled as "suff".
The motivation of employing the "suff" label is to relieve the data sparseness problem of word forms in annotated corpora. Compounds, especially those with a "stem-suffix" structure, is a major source of new words in Chinese language. These compounds, however, often share a set of suffix words which has a limited amount of instances. We think it is more effective for a parser to learn from features with word forms by treating the suffix words as the heads of compounds.
Evaluation

Re-annotated Corpus
We re-annotated the entire CTB5 with our proposed word segmentation and POS tagging annotation strategies. We further re-annotated 3,000 sentences which are randomly sampled from the training set of CTB5 using our proposed dependency label set. This re-annotated set is compared with the same sentences with the original annotation in a machines translation experiment in section 4.3. Table 6 . Experimental results for morphological analysis on CTB5.
To evaluate the consistency of our annotation, 4 trained annotators were divided into two equal groups to perform 2-way annotation on a small subset (first 100 sentences in files 301-325), and each pair of annotators were assigned with 50 sentences. The inter-annotator agreement is 99.10% for segmentation, 98.37% for POS tagging, and 95.62% for dependency labeling. Table 5 shows some of the statistics of the original and the re-annotated CTB5. We split CTB5 in the same data division as in previous studies (Jiang et al., 2008a; Jiang et al., 2008b; Kruengkrai et al., 2009; Zhang and Clark, 2010; Sun, 2011) . The training, development and test set have 18,089, 350 and 348 sentences, respectively. Compared to the original CTB5, the re-annotated training set has a lower percentage of unknown words and unknown word-POS pairs found in the corresponding test set. This is consistent with our observation that compounds with internal structures are one of the major sources of OOV words.
Morphological Analysis Experiments
We compared the performance of a state-of-the-art joint word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging system (Kruengkrai et al., 2009 ) on the original and our re-annotated CTB5. We used the position-ofcharacter (POC) tagset and the baseline feature set described in (Shen et al., 2014) . We trained all models using the averaged perceptron (Collins, 2002) , which is an efficient and stable online learning algorithm. The models applied on all test sets are those that result in the best performance on the dev sets. To learn the characteristics of unknown words, we built the system's lexicon using only the words in the training data that appear at least 2 times.
We use precision, recall and the F-score to measure the performance of the systems. Precision (P) is defined as the percentage of output tokens that are consistent with the gold standard test data, and recall (R) is the percentage of tokens in the gold standard test data that are recognized in the output. The balanced F-score (F) is defined as
We compared the performance of the morphological analyzer on the original and the re-annotated CTB5. The results of the word segmentation experiment and the joint experiment of segmentation and POS tagging are shown in Table 6 (a) and Table 6 (b), respectively. Each row in these tables shows the performance of the same system trained on the corresponding corpus.
For "Re-annotated-partial" in Table 6 (a), we applied a different setting in order to directly compare the annotation consistency and data sparsity between the two corpora: We used the training set from the re-annotated corpus to train the system but the test set from the original corpus in the evaluation. To make the evaluation meaningful, we added an extra criterion when calculating the precision and the Table 8 . Experimental results for Chinese-Japanese machine translation on ASPEC corpus using KyotoEBMT system.
recall: If the outmost boundaries of a sequence (two or more) of output tokens are consistent with a token in the test set, we consider that the output correctly identifies this token in the test set.
The results show that, the morphological analyzer can obtain higher accuracies in both word segmentation (0.48 points absolute in F-score) and joint (0.86 points absolute in F-score) experiments. Furthermore, in the word segmentation experiment "Re-annotated-partial" where we mapped the output of the system which is trained using the re-annotated training data to the original CTB5 test set, the accuracy is significantly higher 2 than that of the "Original", which demonstrates the better consistency in our reannotation corpus.
Machine Translation Experiments
To show that a morphological analysis system and a dependency parsing system can both benefit from our re-annotation, we conducted two sets of Chinese-to-Japanese machine translation experiments where a morphological analyzer and a dependency parser are used respectively.
The parallel corpus we used is the Chinese-Japanese part of the Asian Scientific Paper Excerpt Corpus (ASPEC) 3 , containing 672k sentence pairs. We used 2,090 and 2,107 additional sentence pairs for tuning and testing, respectively.
In the first set of experiments, we segmented the Japanese sentences using JUMAN (Kurohashi et al., 1994) , and the Chinese sentences using the same morphological analyzer described in the last subsection. For decoding, we used the state-of-the-art phrase based statistical machine translation toolkit Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) with default options. We trained the 5-gram language models on the target side of the parallel corpora using the SRILM toolkit 4 with interpolated Kneser-Ney discounting. Tuning was performed by minimum error rate training (MERT) (Och, 2003) , and it was re-run for every experiment.
In the second set of experiments, we used the same morphological analyzers to segment and tag the POS of Japanese and Chinese sentences as in the first set. We further parsed the dependency structures of the Japanese sentences using KNP (Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2006) , a lexicalized probabilistic dependency parser, and for the Chinese sentences we used a second-order graph-based parser proposed in (Shen et al., 2012) . For decoding, we used the tree-to-tree example-based machine translation framework KyotoEBMT 5 (Richardson et al., 2015) with default options. We report results on the test set using BLEU-4 score, which was evaluated using the multi-bleu.perl script in Moses based on Juman segmentations. The significance test was performed using the bootstrap resampling method proposed by Koehn (2004) .
In Table 7 we compare the performance of three Moses models: In "Character" we used a simple segmentation strategy for the Chinese sentences where we treated each character as a token; in "Original" and "Re-annotated" we segmented the Chinese sentences using the corresponding models described in 2 < 0.05 in McNemar's test. 3 http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ASPEC/ 4 http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm 5 http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/EN/index.php?KyotoEBMT the last subsection. The results show, with the underlying machine translation system being the same, the segmenter trained with the original CTB5 failed to support the system to outperform the simple character-based segmentation, while on the other hand the system using the segmenter trained with our re-annotated CTB5 significantly outperformed both "Character" 6 and "Original" 7 . In Table 8 we show the result of the experiment with KyotoEBMT, a tree-to-tree machine translation system which requires unlabeled dependency annotation in the model training. 3,000 sentences with original and re-annotated dependency labels were used for training the parsers in "original" and "reannotated" settings, respectively. The result shows that, the model "Re-annotated" which used the training set with the proposed annotation, it significantly outperformed 8 the baseline model "Original" by 0.97 point in BLEU-4 score.
Conclusion
We have proposed a new annotation approach for Chinese word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, and dependency labelling. By re-annotating the CTB5 and conducting word segmentation, POS tagging and machine translation experiments, we have demonstrated that this approach has the advantages in achieving higher annotation consistency as well as less data sparsity, compared to the original annotation of CTB5. We couldn't show the comparison in dependency parsing experiments as we currently have only 3,000 annotated sentences; this experiment will be included in our future work.
